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This paper presents data collected at two recent semi-scientific salvage operations in the Java Sea. Through a critical
assessment of the available information the author endeavours to analyse the origin and composition of the two cargoes,
and, based on remains of her hull, attempts a virtual reconstruction of one of the ships and her initial loading pattern.
The (preliminary) results of the examinations imply, that the ceramic cargo of at least one of the wrecks was acquired,
handled and eventually to be marketed under/by a single authority. Compared to computations of the possible
demands of Java’s markets, the comparably huge amount of ceramics on the two vessels raises questions regarding the
frequency and volume of maritime exchanges in the 10th century, and, at least for one of the wrecks, insinuates an
attempt at establishing a virtual monopoly of the island’s markets in the year of her sailing.
The following discusses two shipwreck sites, the „Cirebon/Nan-Han‟ wreck and the „Karawang‟
site (Figure 1), by coins and ceramics dated into the 10th century. Both excavations were conducted
in a semi-scientific manner
by commercial salvage companies: Their execution and
outcomes thus were and still
are shadowed by the miscellaneous intricacies of profitorientated ventures, administrative delicacies and rivalries
between the parties claiming
Karawang Site
5o30‟S, 107o43‟E

Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck:
5o14‟S, 108o58‟E

interest(s) in the finds. As
will be argued below, despite
the various shortcomings in

Figure 1: Position of the wrecks

implementation and preliminary evaluation, an initial in-

terpretation of both finds prompts a number of questions and speculations around the nature of
Southeast Asia‟s maritime commerce and the organisation of 10th century economics.
The author, on behalf of the Indonesian Government‟s Research Agency for Marine Affairs and
Fisheries, between 2004 and 2009 was appointed as advisor to the salvage companies carrying out
the excavations. As both sites were in a depth of more than 50m with poor visibility, for safety reasons access was restricted to professional divers only; my tasks thus were limited to the handling of
retrieved artefacts. In the case of the Nan-Han/Cirebon find, explicitly declared as a commercial
operation (see below), I initially was charged with „non-commercial‟ objects and the reconstruction
of the ship only, but in the course of events eventually had to „recombine‟ and evaluate the complete
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excavation data; due to various administrative intricacies and despite my status as researcher at an
agency of the Indonesian government, I, all-in-all, could only spend about three months at the excavation site, and was given rather restricted access to the „commercial‟ portion of the find by the
salvage companies and the various government institutions involved1. For the Karawang site, I was
responsible for the on-shore handling of the retrieved artefacts, and, based on the experiences with
the Nan-Han/Cirebon find, together with a team of students of the Department of Archaeology of
the Unversitas Indonesia, Jakarta, developed a database system for cataloguing and evaluation which
was projected as a first step into the direction of a national standard for registration of underwater
finds. As will be described below, initial conservatory treatment and registration of the artefacts surfaced were finished in mid 2009.
Wrecks are often compared to „time capsules‟, “the popular equivalent of the archaeological
term „closed find‟” (Adams 2001: 298): A sunken ship is a record of the moment of her foundering,
and thus “can give us a high-resolution image of past activity, not only in individual well-preserved
objects but in their relationships and other „invisible‟ attributes” (ibid.). Interpreting a wreck site
hence demands
a variety of approaches, models and ideas which spring from intensive familiarity with maritime data
in their own right, and involves the use of comparative materials drawn from a wide variety of disciplines and intellectual traditions rather than from a single theoretical dogma. (Gibbins and Adams
2001: 286)

Shipwrecks in general do not pose intricate problems of stratigraphy, but in most cases produce
sites with a high density of artefacts, which due to their find circumstances often enough are not
readily accessible and recordable; if, as is the case with the two wrecks to be discussed here, recovery
of „marketable‟ artefacts is the foremost aim of the quarry, researchers in many an instance have to
rely on records by the professional divers and marketing assessors conducting reclamation and first
appraisals – consequently, the information generated in many aspects is not in compliance with
scholarly standards. The sheer amount of data logged for these two finds clearly demands computer-based evaluation: This paper hence will concentrate on the various interpretative approaches
applied, and attempt to evaluate the possibilities of a virtual analysis of the available results of these
two salvage operations. The conclusions to be drawn from this exercise will not claim to represent
final results, but should be understood as an outline of the various questions, assumptions and suppositions the two finds pose, thus –hopefully– furnishing a starting point for further examinations.

Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck: Site, Excavation, Gridding System
The wreck-site was found accidentally by local fishermen in 2003 and subsequently reported to
an Indonesian salvage company, PT Paradigma Putera Sejahtera, who applied for survey and salvage
As due to the ongoing labours to auction the Nan-Han/Cirebon find its „administration‟ has become ever
more sensitive, since 2009 no unobstructed access to the artefacts is permitted.
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licenses. First proposals by F. Dobberphul, scientific diver of the University of Hamburg, and the
Research Agency for Fisheries and Marine Affairs, then in charge of the administration of underwater finds, to conduct a genuine scientific excavation were rejected by the National Committee for
Salvage and Utilization of Valuable Objects from Sunken Ships („Panitia Nasional Pengangkatan dan
Pemanfaatan Benda Berharga asal Muatan Kapal yang Tenggelam‟ [Pannas BMKT]): The projected
1:1 split of the retrieved items between musea and Indonesia‟s National Auction House was deemed
as not coherent with existing laws and regulations. Efforts were made to find private investors
willing to comply with the rule of equally dividing the net profits of a joint auction of all artefacts
with the Indonesian government and yet carrying out a scientifically orientated salvage operation;
eventually, a cooperation between the Indonesian salvager and a Belgium-led consortium, Cosmix
Under-water Research and Recovery LTD, was agreed upon and licensed to commence operations
in April 2004.
While administrative minutiae were still under discussion, looting of the site had started and
could only be stopped by the intervention of an Indonesian navy vessel in February/March 2004.
When the navy vessel approached, the looters dropped a considerable amount of ceramics into the
sea, noted on scatter plots around grid |F7|2; first surveys of the site proved, that the looters had
concentrated their activities on the highest point of the tumulus of tightly stacked ceramics, visible
in distribution charts at around |W25:Y32|. The total amount of looted artefacts is unknown: Besides ca. 3,000 items handed over to the license holders when „acquiring‟ the location in late 20033,
an undisclosed number of artefacts found their way onto the art collectors‟ market4.
Before salvage activities commenced, the mount of artefacts was measured and a provisional
bathymetric drawing produced. Assuming that the elongation of the mount would reflect the orientation of possible remains of a ship underneath, chain baselines were laid along the bearings 30o210o / 120o-300o to delineate |x|, the „lower‟ or „southern‟ parts of the gridded area [gridS]5 and
|y|/gridW axes; these axes then were divided into segments of 1m, marked by tags on the chains.
To establish working positions, additional tagged lines based on the segment-tags were set as required. For depth, |z|, values the mount‟s surface was defined as zero. The core excavation site,
between approximately |C20:ZN15:ZN35:A43|, was determined by a row of test pits which ascer2

An explanation of the gridding system will be found below. References to grid notations in the following
will be noted |between upright lines| in the sequence |x-value y-value|, e.g., |B24|. If a depth, z-value is
noted, it will be separated from horizontal grid records by a slash: E.g.,|C47/200|. Z-values are in cm.
Ranges of gripoints are indicated by a colon, e.g., |D14:D32|, a „row‟, |E2:F7:G14:E17|, a irregular rectangle noted counter-clockwise starting at its „lower-left‟ corner.
3
The items were detained by the Indonesian police in course of the „Cirebon Case‟ in 2006; I have no reliable
information regarding their further fate.
4
See, e.g., http://cgi.ebay.com.sg/Cirebon-Shipwreck-Song-Yue-bowl-/390124752867.
5
For noting areas related to the gridding system(s) applied I in the following will use „grid+the internationally
employed abbreviations for compass-bearings‟, i.e., for the „upper-left‟ portion of the grid, „gridNW‟. In case
of the Nan-Han/Cirebon find, references to locations relative to the ship‟s remains employing nautical
designations will be used where appropriate: E.g., „off portside bow‟, „under starboard side‟.
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tained the existence of significant numbers of artefacts: The brief possible bottom time of only
about 15-25‟ per dive (plus around 100-120‟ decompression time) did not allow for examinations of
extended areas. The remains of the ship were found under about 300-350cm of tightly stacked ceramics in the central sections of the mount of cargo; it, however, became obvious that the wreck
was orientated about 30o off the grid-bearings (Figure 2): As will be discussed below, this discrepancy was to cause certain distortions in the spatial recording of artefacts. When salvage operations

Figure 2

were compulsorily stopped for eventually unverified administrational reasons between November
2004 and February 2005, the base-line chains were dragged off their positions by –presumably–
fishing activities on the site, and had to be realigned in a lengthy process which, despite all care
taken, was not entirely successful. A virtual reassessment of the gridding system planned for the
months following the operations on sea was subsequently impeded by the notorious „Cirebon Case‟6
surfacing in January 2006.
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Following eventually unproven accusations of fraud the warehouse used for storing the retrieved artefacts
was police-lined in January 2006, better part of the collection of „non-commercial‟ samples were confiscated,
and finally the two master divers of the operation were arrested for rather questionable legal reasons. The
case caused lengthy administrative and diplomatic arguments, virtually stopping further work until 2007. See,
e.g., „Epave en Indonésie: crise diplomatique‟, La Libre, 15 March 2006; „Untergang eines Schatztauchers‟,
Frankfurter Rundschau, 15 March 2006; „Kulturgut gehoben - Schatzsucher verhaftet‟, Hamburger Abendblatt, 18 March 2006; „Un plongeur français dénonce sa détention “scandaleuse” en Indonésie‟, TV5 France,
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Artefacts were freed from sediments by use of water dredges; bigger objects after removal of
surrounding silt and mud were retrieved by hand and stored in lifting-baskets, while the sediment
(and the various small artefacts embedded in it) sucked up by the dredge was sieved through a mesh
of 2x2mm and surfaced for further examinations. Directly after surfacing the items were selected
according to condition and preservation: Artefacts deemed as „complete‟ and/or of any commercial
or –as judged by the (frequently changing) personnel in charge of cleaning and sorting tables– sitecontextual value were individually numbered; (especially ceramic) items still preserving an identifyable profile were registered in batches as „restorables‟; ceramic shards were counted per foot/base of
the vessels, but not numbered or batched; about 900 „non-commercial‟ samples of various provenance were registered in an own database. In a second step, objects registered individually were assigned provisional categorisations („ware-groups‟) based on a catalogue developed in course of the
salvage operations; this catalogue, however, was not supplied to the Indonesian authorities and is at
present not available. A crosscheck of the various criteria and groupings proposed in the catalogue
was prevented by the surfacing of the „Cirebon Case‟ in early 2006.
Except for samples, records of individually numbered items were kept in MSExcel 2003 spreadsheets of –due to inherent limitations of the program used– 10,000 entries per sheet; numbering was
created by the „autonumber‟ function of the program. Minus accidently entered empty rows, a total
of 155,691 objects were individually registered on board ship, of which 155,639 entries are associated with their respective grid records. Nearly 77,000 items labelled „restorables‟ were registered in
uncategorised batches in a separate spreadsheet. Though all objects found were surfaced for examination, various administrative obstacles made it eventually inescapable to „re-submerge‟ about
260,000 shards at the site7.
Recording of positions of retrieved items was based on the grids „worked‟ on a specific day; depending on the position of the dredges and the quantity of artefacts encountered within a certain
area, the grid points „opened‟ normally amount to more than one. Ideally, initial documentation of
surfaced objects –including recording of position of unearthing– was to be carried out on a daily basis; however, retrieved items in practice often enough were recorded in „batches‟ of several days,
especially when the divers were working for more than one day in the same area. As shown in
Figure 3, for the individually registered objects this procedure resulted in sometimes fairly large
numbers of items and grid-points registered per day: The graphic reveals the surprisingly high peak
27 March 2006; „Jean-Paul Blancan en plongée dans les prisons indonésiennes‟, Le Figaro, 01 April 2006;
„Harta Bernilai Sejarah Tinggi‟, Kompas, 28 April 2006.
7
Available storage possibilities on board ship and in the „warehouse‟ on land eventually proved limited, while
propositions to use the shards for teaching purposes at local universities could not be carried out as the
(representatives of the) various institutions involved in surveillance of the excavation activities apparently
weren‟t yet ready with congruent administrative procedures for the handling of apparently „commercially
worthless‟ items. The „non-commercial‟ items collected by the author more often than not experienced
similar obstructions when due to be landed, and a number of wood samples thus deteriorated in their storage
tanks on board ship.
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Figure 3 , above: Artefacts registered individually /
day; below: |x/y/z| grid records / day

values of more than 5,000 entries on 504208 (5,649; 6 registered |x/y/z| grids), 50416 (5,386; 7
grids) and 50318 (5,216; 19 grids), and up to 91 (on 50427; 3892 registered objects) and 99 (50823;
910 objects) recorded |x/y/z| grid-points/day. In the weekly excavation reports submitted to the
Indonesian authorities high values for multiple grid-recordings are noticed more-and-more frequently during the later phases of the salvage activities. The same can be observed for the grid-records of
the batches of „restorables‟, where the contents of the various boxes is associated with between 1
and more than 2009 grid-points. As will be discussed below, these high numbers of daily „worked‟
grids and retrieved items are not too supportive for an apposite evaluation of the available data.
For the time being, the available data does not allow for a consistent three-dimensional (3d) representation that would permit locating individually registered objects in a virtual reconstruction of
the site: Besides the issues around the uncertain shift of the grid‟s baselines during the enforced stop
of operations in between late 2004 / early 2005 and excessively high multiple grid recordings, due to
the lack of obvious references in later stages of the excavation a number of |z| values were recorded as 0 despite earlier records showing them to be already „freed‟ of up to 350cm of stacked artefacts (Table 1), thus considerably distorting any attempts at 3d plotting. Figure 4 and Figure 5 hence
present computer-generated charts of only the horizontal |x/y| grid allocations of all available
records for individually registered objects, „restorables‟ and shards. While individually recorded
items are plotted following their grid-records as noted on salvage location, the batches of „restorables‟ and shards were averaged and divided onto the respective single grids when registered for
multiple grid-points; to reduce the possibility of mistakes in counts, numbers for shards were round8

For convenient sorting inside the database, excavation dates were formatted as YMMDD, thus, e.g.,
October 14, 2005, was noted as „51014‟. To clearly distinguish between these dates and any general number,
database dates will be written in this font (e.g., 40721, July 21, 2004).]
9
E.g., 50726, |ZB18:ZO24/0-100| = 252 grid-points.
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allocations were omitted10.
Though evidently „only‟ a virtual representation of the site, the charts

erations were temporarily suspended, while the square „block‟ of highest
concentrations of retrieved objects between |O25:ZC25:ZC33:O33| mat-

strating that attempts of a virtual representation of the site are viable11. (ii)
The wreck-site did not develop into the “ring of ceramics” (Flecker 2002:

that this concentration of objects atop the hull was essential for the preser-

remains of the vessel.

Table 1
As, e.g, the 60 whiteware „restorables‟ recorded on 50906 for grids |P32:ZO40| (=243|x/y|grids), or the
60 items registered on 50709 for grids |ZB15:ZO22| (=140|x/y|grids). These procedures reduced counts
by about 1136 items, 0.23% of the 494,483 datasets used.
11
Adjustments of the grid records proved a lengthy and time-consuming exercise and should ideally be crosschecked with the field notes kept by the salvage company – which, however, presently are unavailable.
12
“The best preserved wrecks are those that become rapidly buried, and then remain so. Burial prevents
toredo [a marine borer most damaging for timbers] attack, and provides an anaerobic environment that slows
[...] the chemical and bacterial decomposition of organics.” (Flecker 2002: 26)
13
In the grid-sections bound by |A-N>26, O>27, P>28, Q>29, R>30, S>31, T>32, U-ZN>33|, thus to
gridN / starboard outside the hull‟s remains, were registered 121,526 objects, compared to 100,484 items in
the gridS / off-portside sections |A-T<21, U-Y<22, Z<23, ZA-ZB<24, ZC-ZD<25, ZE<26, ZF-ZN<28|.
The extended spread of objects over starboard bow to gridWNW is plainly visible on Figure 5; as will be
discussed below, the dispersal of items around portside aft of the hull most probably is attributable to
disintegration of the ship‟s aft sections.
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.
Figure 4: Distribution barchart of all
individually registered objects. Above:
Seen from gridSE; below: Seen from
GridNW. Height of bar indicates
amount of registered items.
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Figure 5: Surface chart of
distribution of all registered objects

Karawang Site
As was the Nan-Han/Cirebon wreck, the Karawang site was discovered accidently by local fishermen. Following first reports in 2007, the joint Indonesian-German salvager PT Nautik Recovery
Asia surveyed the site and, in cooperation with PT Paradigma Putera Sejahtera, applied for the necessary licenses; following an extended survey in June 2008, operations on location commenced in
September 2008. The initial survey had proved the site to be untouched – when, however, after
three-and-a-half months of salvage operations no objects deemed valuable enough (see Figure 6 below) had been found and weather conditions worsened due to the onset of the West Monsoon, the
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companies decided to stop the salvage in mid December, leaving an estimated 40% of the cargo in
situ. No remains of a ship (and no fragments of timbers associable with a naval construction14) were
discovered in the unearthed sections; it remains uncertain whether the site‟s conditions were unfavourable for the preservation of organic materials or –as will be hypothesized below– only the cargo
of a vessel was found. To the best of the author‟s knowledge, the companies at present have no
plans to continue operations on the site.
The site‟s depth of 55-57m and very low visibility made attempts at recording an overall sitedrawing and establishment of „conventional‟ |xy| grid axes futile; thus, a tagged chain was laid as
base-line for 4x4m squares assembled out of standard commercial PVC water-pipes and –brackets
which served to outline the grid-squares. Divers were advised to –if ever possible– note the corner
closest to their working positions to simulate a gridding plan of approximately 2x2m: Due to the
ever imminent danger of getting entangled, the initial idea of using lines to mark a closer grid had to
be abandoned. Though every possible care was taken, the very bad visibility and the unfavourable
effects of nitrogen narcosis15, however, instigated divers to often enough overstep the PVC gridrectangles. As the layer of objects above the bare seabed at no point proved to be deeper than
75cm, no |z| values were recorded: It showed in course of the salvage operations, that the fairly
shallow „mount‟ of cargo items was formed by a major concretion covered by a thin layer of ceramic
shards and sediment, and that a 57m deep „moat‟ around the site most probably had developed by
ablation processes around an extended artefact „layer‟ surrounding the concretion16.
Surfaced items were divided into batches of shards and –more-or-less– „complete‟ individually
registered objects on board of the salvage vessel. Provisional registration of objects on site was
done in MS Excel spreadsheets, which on landing of the items were imported into tailor-made MS
Access XP/2003 databases used for warehouse-keeping as well as (re-)registering and measuring/
describing the individually numbered objects. All-in-all, above 28,000 ceramic shards (counted by
remaining feet/bases of vessels), 6442 individually numbered items and around 60 as yet unregistered concretions, small and large, were surfaced; in course of closer inspection of the objects in the
on-land storage an additional 160 items were registered individually. While on salvage location only
a general descriptive term was supplied, for a more stringent re-examination on land numbered
items were categorised following the definitions found in Table 2. In course of the first registration
on board of the salvage vessel, condition of individually numbered ceramic objects was recorded
following the criteria in Figure 6; during re-registration on land, the existing labels were changed into
14

Only one small piece of wood, probably a piece of a box, was surfaced.
“The effects of nitrogen narcosis are similar to the effects of anesthetic gas or alcohol. [...] Since a diver
needs to be focused and act responsible – and even more so at great depths – nitrogen narcosis can have
disastrous effect. A diver can for instance forget to check how much air he or she has left, stay down to long
or forget to do safety stops when ascending to the surface. Some divers have even begun to take off their
equipment or tried to share their mouth piece with a fish. Nitrogen narcosis can also be lethal due to
nitrogen poisoning.” (Berg, W. und.)
16
Flecker (2002:26-8) describes a comparable process for the Intan and Java Sea Wrecks.
15
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Shape
Category

Classification on Board
Salvage Vessel

Definition

Open

‘bowl’, ‘plate’, ‘CB’?, ‘CBox’?

Ceramics: Diameter of the top opening is of the same size as or
wider than the largest diameter of the vessel’s body.

Closed

‘jar’, ‘jarlet’, ‘pot’, ‘CB’?,
‘CBox’?

Ceramics:Diameter of top opening is smaller than the largest diameter of the vessel’s body.

Kendi

‘kendi’

Ceramics: ‘Closed’ form; has a spout.

Ewer

‘ewer’

Ceramics: ‘Closed’ form; has a spout and a handle.

Vase

‘vase’, ‘pot’, ‘jar’, ‘jarlet’

Ceramics: ‘Closed’ form; has a neck, but does not have a spout.

Cover

‘cover’, ‘lid’, ?

Ceramics: A cover with a ‘U’-shaped section.

Lid

‘cover’, ‘lid’, ?

Ceramics: A cover with a ‘T’-shaped section.

OtCeramics

OtCeramics

Ceramics: All other forms.

Others

div.

Non-ceramic items.

Table 2: Karawang site, broad categorisation of objects

Figure 6: Karawang site, condition of ceramic objects surfaced: Definitions for classifications applied on
salvage location, four example categories
Complete
Chipped
Cracked
Broken
Restorable
Shard

no crack, not chipped, not broken
one surface (=inner or outer) still complete
complete, but displaying a crack
missing one or more parts on both surfaces
broken, but drawing still possible
no drawing possible, not restorable

Category 'Open': Condition; Amount; %
Shard; 59; 2%

Category 'Closed': Condition; Amount; %

Broken; 126;
3%

Restorable;
115; 13%

Broken;
207;
24%

Chipped;
826; 20%
Complete;
169; 4%
Cracked; 32;
1%

Restorable;
2851; 70%

Fragment; 16;
0%

Category 'Ewer': Condition; Amount; %
Restorable;
32; 10%

Chipped; 3;
1%

Chipped; 110;
13%

Fragment; 1;
0%
Cracked; 44;
5%

Complete;
179; 20%

Category 'Vase': Condition; Amount; %
Not Complete;
4; 3%

Shard;
1; 0%

Restorable;
12; 9%

Chipped; 13;
10%

Not Complete;
52; 16%
Fragment; 5;
2%

Not Complete;
223; 25%

Broken;
226;
71%

Broken;
104;
78%
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„Not Complete‟ (=one measurement could not be taken) and „Fragment‟ (=more than one measurement could not be taken) where reasonable. It should be noted, that the amount of „complete‟ ceramics is rather small, and that, literally, less than a handful of objects still retained their glaze.
Each registered object was individually examined and measured/described in the database. Ceramic objects were analysed based on a catalogue developed through a close inspection of the
shards; depending on their respective categories, 16-25 different measurements and form characteristics were recorded. To extract possible groupings of the ceramic items, the data collected was analysed in a variety of computer programs; Figure 7 shows as example a scatter chart produced in a
scientific chart program, SigmaPlot, here for the category <cl[osed]>17. Though an in-depth analysis
of the available data would have allowed various further steps in classifications, it was decided to –
where viable– group the ceramic items in up to three levels labelled „sub-category‟, „variant‟ and „subvariant‟ and sequenced by highest > lowest numbers of shared characteristics.

Figure 7: Scatter chart of two measurements (broadest diameter:height) and one form characteristic (type of
clasps) of category <closed>, Karawang site.
Notations of categories of –mainly– ceramics („ware-groups‟) will be given <inside angular brackets>;
where convenient and necessary, the abbreviations used are explained at their respective first appearance:
E.g., <B[owl]21>, <D[ish]D[raw (incised)]23>, <cl[osed]5>, <c[over]2>. The Nan-Han/Cirebon
categorisations generally use capital letters, the Karawang ones are noted in lowercase. As will be explained
below, for the Nan-Han/Cirebon find exist two different categorisation systems, i.e., an preliminary one
assigned on board ship at the excavation site and the „final‟ categorisation produced during the evaluations on
land; these are noted as <X#/loc> for the categories assigned on excavation location, and <X#/wh> for
those at the storage „warehouse‟.
17
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Examinations of the different sub-categories showed that even inside „sub-variant‟ groupings
variances in measurements of e.g. height or diameter of more than 5cm may occur; it is noted that
these variances (naturally?) increase with the size of the object (Table 3). A detailed evaluation of
the various measurements proved that form characteristics alone were not sufficient to establish
sub-categories: In many a case features like e.g. „petaled‟ versus „non-petaled‟ rims and bodies were
found „inside‟ measurement ranges that clearly delineate sub-categories, thus demonstrating that
category
measurement
lowest
highest
average
range (h-l)

diameter bottom
10.2
13.1
11.4
2.9

<cl[osed]1>
height body broadest diameter
14.5
14.6
19.1
21.7
17.12
19.61
4.6
7.1

<op[en]1>
diameter bottom height
2.9
2.3
5.2
4.8
4.35
3.6
2.3
2.5

diameter top
9.2
12.8
11.28
3.6

Table 3: Range of measurements for two example sub-categories of ceramics

characteristics which often enough would

6

have been deemed sufficient to construct
an own „group‟ of ceramics only mark
height [cm]

variations of actually similar objects
(Figure 8).
5

Overall amounts of the various
categories of ceramics are shown in
Figure 10; more that 60% of the items are

petaled rim
straight rim
unidentified

numerous types of bowls, our category
<op>; more than 70% of these bowls

4
13

14

15

16

diameter top [cm]

belong to one sub-category. A crossexamination of about 5,000 randomly

12

chosen shards proved that these num-

petaled body: cl1-a
plain body: cl1-b

bers, based on the individually registered

11

height [cm]

objects only, slightly over-represent
smaller bowls: It would seem that small-

10

ler ceramic vessels did not break as
9

easily as did the larger hollow objects
like, e.g., jars, ewers or kendi. A similar

8

observation was recorded by Flecker
(2002: 28) for the compareable Intan

7
6

7

8

9

10

body broadest diameter [cm]

Figure 8: Karawang Cargo, sub-categories <op6> (above), <cl1>
(below); height and diameters of vessels with „petaled‟ and „nonpetaled‟ („straight‟/„plain‟) vessels

Wreck, where “large items, such as
storage jars have suffered much more
[breakage], as their roughly spherical
shape makes them more mobile, and
their size limits protection from burial”.
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Figure 10: Karawang Find, categories and selected
sub-categories; amount of items; percentage

Endeavours at reconstructing the site by means of distribution/surface charts should be
assessed with caution: As noted above, the conditions under water made recording of the spatial distribution of object rather demanding, while, as observed for the
Nan-Han/ Cirebon wreck, multiple grid-records/ day tend to distort possible results. For the
present purpose I here will not attempt the possible solutions described below for the evaluation of
the Nan-Han/ Cirebon find, but
use the bare „uncorrected‟ data
only. To examine the feasibility of
the approach, Figure 9 shows the
distribution of <cl1> and its covers, <co1>: Concentrations of
items of both sub-categories
around |Q9: S13| and |U7:Z8:
Z15:U15| indicate, that though
the jars and their covers generally
were found separately, they –as
Figure 9: Karawang Site, Distribution of <cl1> and <co1>
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would be expected– initially must have been stowed together; the spread of covers to gridS could be
explained by their lighter weight and, thus, greater tendency to slide off a pile of stacked ceramics or
drift with current if compared to sediment-filled jarlets.
It is tempting to repeat the exercise with the various established categories and sub-categories of
ceramics – however, the often enough very low numbers of items in sub-categories and the comparatively high unreliability of the available grid data do not allow for more than the general impresssions shown in Appendix 1. It could be noted, that larger items like jar type <cl3> or ewers and
kendis tend to be more concentrated in gridS, while smaller objects –e.g. the jarlet <cl2> or the
bowl <op1>– cluster in the gridNE quarter; as lighter and more voluminous goods would have
been stowed in the upper sections of the cargo space of the vessel, they would have either been the
first to be „thrown off‟ a ship impacting onto the seabed or the most likely candidates for a lengthy
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
A

B

C

D

1200-1275
525-600

E

F

G

1125-1200
450-525

H

I

J

K

1050-1125
375-450

L

M

N

O

975-1050
300-375

P

Q

900-975
225-300

R

S

T

U

825-900
150-225

V W X
750-825
75-150

Y

0
Z ZA ZB ZC ZD ZE ZF
675-750
0-75

600-675

Figure 11: Karawang Site, surface chart of all recorded items and shards

„migration‟ to the borders of the spill of the heavier and more densely packed items in the lower
parts of a disintegrating hull18. However, the conspicuous density of individually recorded objects of
virtually all (sub-)categories except kendis and the bigger jars <cl3*> as well as overall counts includeing the recorded shards (Figure 11) around |Q9:S13| and|U8:W8| does point onto some
unidentified conditions favourable for the preservation of the objects in this area – or possible mistakes in the recording of grid-points. It should be observed that for the most numerable cargo
items, the various types of bowls, no obvious patterns indicating discrete consignments („packs‟) of
items belonging to one of the various (sub-)categories alone are discernible, but that the mass of the
bowls was found in virtually the same spots.
18

A comprehensive description of the wrecking process of two comparable wrecks in the area is found in
Flecker 2002: 26-28.
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It remains difficult to draw any feasible conclusions regarding the circumstances of the sinking
and the subsequent wrecking process of the ship carrying the Karawang cargo. Though displaying
some of the features reportedly associated with shipwrecks in the area (like, e.g., the ablation „moat‟
around a mound protected from the erosion by a cover of cargo objects), the site apparently did not
develop into the ring of ceramics around “an essentially bare hill, apart from the massive iron concretions standing proud in the centre” reported by Flecker (2002: 27) for the Java Sea Wreck: The
concretions found around |L6:M7| and along |P6:S7|, the latter a massive block of some 3t, do
not form the centre of a circular spread of objects, but mark the gridS border of the area where the
highest concentrations of ceramic artefacts were found. The sheer weight of the biggest concretion
should have kept any ship carrying it in place until degradation process could have carried away her
timbers; but, though in what might be considered the lower side of that concretion are visible possible indentations of frames and stringers, the bulk of the ceramic cargo had spread to gridNE off
these concretions, while a considerable amount of still more ceramic shards was reported to cover
the sections to gridN that were not excavated. As seen in Appendix 1, the non-ceramic objects –including a significant number of fairly heavy tin rings that in all probability were stored in the lower
parts of the cargo space!– followed that pattern, while objects like weight-pieces and whetstone
which evidently must have been used by individual passengers and/or sailors on deck of the vessel
were found in gridS of the main concentrations of objects. Considering the concentration in gridS
of the light and more bulky ceramic items like kendis, ewers and the bigger jars of type <cl3*> most
probably stored in the upper sections of the cargo space, it could be hypothesised that a considerable listing of the vessel during the last phases of her sinking caused items on or close to her decklevels to „fall off‟ before the ship actually touched ground; the spread of objects to gridNE off the
concretions which must have been carried in the deepest parts of her hold then would, again, have
followed the listing the hull had retained after settling on the seabed, or even had capsized completely and spilled her load over the extended area observed to be covered by artefacts. The latter
explanation would elucidate the comparable large percentage of broken ceramics.

Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck: Categorisation and Distribution of Cargo Items
After surfacing and first registration, retrieved objects were temporarily stored on board of the
salvage vessel, to be landed in irregular intervals depending on the availability of containers and vessels. On demand by the Indonesian authorities, all individually registered items were re-registered
manually by warehouse staff before going into their desalination bath; the data compiled on board
ship was amended following the resulting lists. The spreadsheet data then was disassembled and divided into a number of smaller spreadsheets meeting the necessities of warehouse-keeping; the persons in charge of this process changed twice. The categorisations of the ceramic cargo were eventually finalised after a lengthy process of mainly visual categorisation by a team of warehouse staff supervised by Indonesian officials and working under the aegis of a master potter with a fair experience in archaeological ceramics.
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To ease access to and examination of the collected data, the present author in 2006/7 merged
the original spreadsheets created on the salvage site into a single MS Access database and then recombined this database with the numerous spreadsheets produced at the warehouse. First analysis
of the resulting data illustrated two tangible inconsistencies: No categorisation entries created at the
warehouse could be found for 9,775 objects which had been provisionally classified on board of the
salvage vessel (i.e., for 6.26% of the 156,144 items eventually registered individually); for a considerable number of items, categorisation records noted at the salvage location and the warehouse differ
somewhat fundamentally due to, most likely, inaccuracies during the manual re-cataloguing – objects
registered as, e.g., <B[owl]> on board ship were re-categorised as, e.g., a <J[ar]> or <Ke[ndi]> in
the warehouse, a, following the provisional on-site catalogue, <L[id]> being later on registered as
<C[over]B[ox]>, <D[ish]>, etc.. For the time being, totals of the latter inconsistencies cannot be
identified due to the vast number of category codes, but, based on random checks of various code
groups, should be estimated at around 2-3%, thus roughly 3,000 to 4,700 items.
The combined data showed that on salvage location about 80019 categorisation labels had been
used, while, including what would be classed as sub-categories/variants of the various types of ceramics, re-cataloguing on land produced more than 2000 different designations for objects. The
presently available data contains only codes for the lowest levels of the applied groupings; the atCategory

Salvage Location
Code [/loc]

bowl
incised bowl

B##

whiteware bowl
CB#, BX#
covered box

Co##
L##

dish
incised dish
whiteware dish
ewer
glassware

jar
small jar
kendi
lid
pot
small pot
various ceramics
various non-ceramics
beads

D## [B##]
E##
G#, Gl/GL* [e.g.
GlBl, GlBt]
Ph#

Remarks
Both green-glazed
and whiteware,
decorated and
undecorated
Various types of
covered boxes?
Covers / Lids
Covers / Lids
Both green-glazed
and whiteware,
decorated and
undecorated

Warehouse
Code [/wh]
B0##
BD 0##
BL0##
CB Yue ##
CB Xing ##
BCB #
D0##
DD0##
DL0##
E##

Remarks
Green-glazed
Green-glazed, various degrees of incised decorations
White ‘pre-porcelain’
Green-glazed, boxes and covers/lids; decorated
and undecorated
White ‘pre-porcelain’, boxes and covers/lids
Of bigger size?, boxes and covers/lids
Green-glazed
Green-glazed, various degrees of incised decorations
White ‘pre-porcelain’
Green-glazed
Short description starting with ‘Glass’

Glass ‘phials’

Green-glazed stoneware and unglazed / redslipped earthenware, decorated and undecorated,
including covers?
J##
Both green-glazed and whiteware, decorated and
JS/##
undecorated
Green-glazed stoneware and unglazed / redKe##
Ke##
slipped earthenware, decorated and undecorated
Lids and covers, both green-glazed and whiteL##, Co##
Lid ##
ware, decorated and undecorated
Green-glazed stoneware and unglazed / redP##
P##
slipped earthenware
Both green-glazed and whiteware, decorated and
-Small Pot ##
undecorated
Any unlisted ceramic object, green-glazed or white stoneware, glazed and unglazed earthenware, decorated
and undecorated
J##[/##]

Any unlisted non-ceramic object
**Pe

Short description containing ‘Beads’

Table 4: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, proposed first level groupings of objects based on the available data
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Due to typing mistakes and various inconsistencies in labelling it is rather difficult to identify precise totals.

17

tempts at creating higher grouping levels found in Table 4 and Figure 12 are by the present author,
based on the abbreviations found in the data and „informed guesses‟ of the possible denotations of
the various classification codes. To the best of my knowledge no readily accessible catalogue of the
criteria used for the establishment of the various recorded categories exists: The data supplied by the
persons in charge contains only the bare measurements and –partly– photos and drawings of about
Figure 12: Nan-Han/Cirebon
Wreck, categories of objects;
amount; percentage. The
two smaller pies show second
level categorisations for two
of the categories, <B[owl]>
and <D[ish]>.
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Clas. Code
JS/002
J10/001S
J5/034
J9/006
J9/003S
JS/013
JS/041
JS/039
JS/040
J10/001M
J9/002S
J9/003M
JS/038
J10/004S
JS/043
J10/001L
J10/002M
J10/002S
J5/024A
JS/042
JS/059
J9/003L
J9/001S
JS/048
J5/010E
J9/001M
J9/002M
J9/011
JS/057
J5/033
J5/035
JS/044
J9/002L
J18
J5/028
J9/008
JS/061
J9/007
JS/056
J10/004M
J3/013S
J3/012S
J9/013
J5/010D
JS/060
J10/002L
J10/003M
J10/003S
J9/001L

Height
7.1
7.2
7.4
7.4
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.9
7.9
8
8
8.1
8.1
8.2
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.9
8.9
9
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.5
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.8
9.9
9.9
10
10
10
10

Diam.
8.5
10.5
8.7
10.2
9.8
10
5.8
5.7
6
11.1
9.2
10.8
6
11.8
5.8
11.8
11.2
9.8
9.3
6
6
10.6
10
5.7
8.6
10.5
10.6
13.2
7.7
8.4
9.9
6
10.6
13.5
11.3
13.2
9.6
11.2
7.2
12.2
12.3
12.2
13.3
8.8
7.7
12.5
12.2
12.5
11.4

Artefact #
1758
25954
150911
30102
5543
28849
28745
34782
1727
29154
2997
7729
15478
28291
15040
30605
37663
31760
26975
27361
27883
110767
8061
153243
29675
7228
8063
25693
146355
NN
148468
27732
8060
26837
NN
4773
154116
28848
27200
26683
26577
2344
NN
31762
2996
152030
29846
28850
92878

Table 5: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck,
small jars <JS/##> and jars
<J##[/##]>, recorded height between
7 and 10cm

<B050>

<D013a>

3,100 (in the case of ceramics „example‟) items. Definitions of several of the various categories of especially
ceramic objects thus are somewhat difficult to clarify – it
obviously remains tricky to re-evaluate the boundary
between e.g. „small jars‟ <JS/##> and „(proper?) jars‟
<J##[/##]> by their measurements alone (Table 5), to
draw a clear distinction between various items registered
as <B[owl]> and <D[ish]>by their height:diameter ratios
or to distinguish between <JS/##> and <Small Pot
##> by their shape characteristics (Figure 13).
The category <B[owl]>, three-quarters of the individually registered items, poses an even more complex
problem: It is rather demanding to analyse, in the terminology introduced for the Karawang Find, 292 variants in
53 sub-categories by photos and the basic measurements
of height, bottom and top diameter alone. First crosschecks based on the supplied data and forthright unevaluated distribution charts (an elucidation of the methods necessarily applied in creating distribution charts will
follow presently) do not support the supposed categorisations: Keeping in mind the fairly large variances of
measurements in sub-categories of ceramics of the Karawang Cargo, it would seem that shape, measurements
and distribution patterns of a considerable number of
sub-categories and their variants are too conform to corroborate the proposed classifications. As shown in Appendix 2, the available measurements show a greater

<JS047>

<Small Pot 006>

<JS001>

<Small Pot 019>

Figure 13: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck , ambiguous categorisations
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variance „inside‟ a sub-category than between the average measurements in between the different
sub-categories themselves, while simple distribution scatter and area charts prove that the respective
objects were found in virtually the same places, thus

b010;
b003; 9269;
7125; 8%
6%

indicating that the items must have belonged to the same
cargo batches and hence, most probably, were produced in

?;
28796;
25%

the same „production lines‟; Figure 14 evaluates this
exercise. It, however, should be noted that an apposite

b002;
17758;
15%

analysis would need a cross-check of at least the about
1,650 „example‟ ceramics for which measurements were
reported, at present hampered by administrative intricacies.

b001;
53959;
46%

As proposed by Flecker (2002: 20, 29) for the Intan
Wreck, a very much comparable find, a chief aim of these

Figure 14: Nan Han/Cirebon Wreck,
proposed sub-categories of <b[owl]>
based on preliminary evaluation found
in Appendix 2; provisional
categorisation code; amount; %
Date
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005
26/09/2005

N°
153535
153536
153537
153538
153539
153540
153541
153542
153543
153544
153545
153546
153547
153548
153549
153550
153551
153552
153553
153554
153555
153556
153557
153558
153559
153560
153561
153562
153563
153564
153565
153566
153567
153568
153569
153570
153571

Serial
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9
L9

X
U
V
W
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U

Y
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

examination should result in visualising
trends in artefact distribution [...] in order to determine
loading patterns, associations between various artefact
types, and to better understand the layout of the vessel [...
Z
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Table 6: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, „dividing‟
grid records in the spreadsheet kept on board
salvage vessel

to ...] contribute to our understanding of seafaring,
art, ritual, hierarchy, and daily commerce.

I above discussed the concept and, theoretical, viability of virtually produced distribution charts. As a
computer-based analysis of the distribution of the
various categories of cargo items can only rely on the
individually registered objects supplied with category
codes, the problem of multiple grid-point registrations needs some attention: Any single item could be
registered at only one of the several grid-points
„opened‟ during a given time/recording period, while
due to –often enough– bad visibility, the extensive
depth of the site and the huge amount of artefacts
unearthed no individual records noting its precise
location could be kept. To obtain equitable records,
items of the same provisional ware-group were „divided‟ during registration on location into to the
„worked‟ grids by extending the spreadsheet cells
containing sets of corresponding data over the table
(Table 6). Though this procedure in theory should
result in a relative proportional distribution of the
artefacts, in practice the allotment of |x/y /z| values
20

28; 18; 2%
32; 69; 12%
27; 109; 14%
34; 194; 34%

22; 217; 29%

26; 64; 8%
25; 88; 12%
33; 300; 54%

ZG; 72; 17%

ZB; 73; 16%

250; 100; 18%

24; 85; 11%

23; 181; 24%

0; 99; 17%

150; 255; 33%

ZF; 72; 17%

ZC; 72; 16% 200; 69; 12%

50; 101; 18%

100; 507; 67%

ZE; 72; 17%

ZD; 72; 17%

50820: 433pcs, |ZB:ZG32/50|

150; 94; 17%

100; 100; 18%

50427, 563pcs, |Z32:34/0:250|

50504, 762pcs, |ZA22:28/100:150|

Figure 15: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, randomnly selcted grid-records/day for <b01/loc>; grid-record;
amount; percentage

to a given code group at a given date is not as proportionate as would be expected. Figure 15
illustrates the grid plotting of items registered under <b1/ oc> for three randomly selected days,
chosen out of those dates on which considerable amounts of these items were registered: While
several of the entries maintain a fairly proportionate division (e.g., |z| values for 50427 or |x|
values for 50820), others are clearly unevenly shared in between the various grid variables, and thus
tend to distort attempts at creating distribution charts for categories with low numbers of members.
As no explications for the modes of grid-recording were furnished with the available data and a
planned recheck of the daily records was impeded by the „Cirebon Case‟, it presently remains
impossible to clarify the possible reasons of these variances.
As an initial solution, I created a separate database table in which any item was marked at all
|x/y| grid-points recorded on the day of its unearthing, thus virtually spreading the objects evenly
over the daily „working areas‟ in which they could have been unearthed. Due to the sometimes large
amounts of recorded grid-points/day discussed above, this process, however, over-represented
items surfaced on days with an excessive grid record; I thus in a second step discarded days with
more than 14 |x/y|-notations. As the grid area of key interest would be the remains of the ship and
its immediate surround-ings, I construed a virtual grid square bound by |G14:ZN40|, thus encompassing 151,955 objects, 97.6% of all items with a grid notation; after removing excessive multiple
grids remained 114,504 records, 73.5% of all registered artefacts. The charts based on the resulting
data will be referred to as „corrected‟ in the following; overview charts resulting from this procedure
are shown in Figure 16. It should be underlined that the method applied here was thought as a first
preliminary approach to the problem, and is open to discussion.
A second problem arose in connection with the proposed shift of the grid during the enforced
halt of the operation in late 2004 and the 30o angle of the wreck to the grid orientation already mentioned: Until November2004 any grids „opened‟ above the hull‟s remains were recorded according to
their actual values; when, however, in 2005 more and more ceramic artefacts were found in „stacks‟
21

parallel to the ship‟s frames, the
person in charge decided to note
only the gridS starting point of any
trench over the hull according to
the gridding system, and from there
to „virtually draw‟ a straight line to
gridN, as long as the approximate
beam of the hull, in the grid-records held in the spreadsheets.
This decision was reportedly based
on considerations vis-à-vis the poor
visibility on the site, which did not
always allow for a precise tracking
of grids over protracted distances.
The plan to re-adjust the respective
grid recordings after completing
on-site operations was –again– prevented by the surfacing of the „Cirebon Case‟ in 2006. Despite the
various short-comings listed above,
the charts, however, virtually reproduce features of the site: A, e.g.,
major concretion found in approximately grids |Z24:ZA25:X32:
W32| just about fits onto the
recorded distribution of artefacts
when turned by 30o around its
gridSW corner (Figure 17). As the
various inaccuracies are inherent
for all recorded objects, these
charts ostensibly reproduce a virtual representation of the site and,
if interpreted with care, should
allow for a number of justifiable
conclusions.

Figure 16: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, procedure to create distribution
charts. Above: Uncorrected records; centre: Corrected records for all
items; below: Corrected and selected items.
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Figure 17: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, concretion projected onto grid

Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck: The Ship
First remains of the vessel became visible after removal of the piles of ceramics and debris
around grids |M22:O26| in July 2004; remains of iron anchors recorded on grids |M20| and |I24|
allowed the assumption that these first unearthed sections were the bow of the vessel. Further clearing over the wreck showed that, as mentioned above, the ship‟s keel lay in an angle of about 30o20
degrees to the existing grid, and closer observation indicated that the vessel had settled listing to
about 5-10o to starboard on the sand of the seabed. Though after more than a thousand years on
the seabed the hull‟s bottom planks had opened up and spread flat onto the ground, this latter angle
could indicate the initial dead-rise of the hull: At some stage at or after contact with the seafloor, the
ship must have „rolled over‟ to eventually rest in the angle formed between her keel and her bottom.
As reported above, a shift of the main body of the cargo to fore and starboard had taken place, and
measurements taken on the starboard sections of frames C3 and C4 could be interpreted as signs of
a forceful bending into the direction of that shift and the associated spread of cargo items to gridW
20

The precise orientation of the ship remains unsolved: The three divers in charge of recording the compass
bearings of the keel reported widely different findings, most possible due to the effects of nitrogen narcosis.
The figure reported here is based on an exhaustive interpretation of the divers‟ reports and the grid-points
recorded as excavated around the hull in the last phases of the salvage operations.
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and gridN; it, however, remains unexplained whether the displacement of the cargo had happened
during her sinking, at the moment of impact onto ground or in course of the disintegration of the
vessel.
When all extractable artefacts were eventually removed, it showed that the most extensive remains of the vessel were situated under the highest parts of the tumulus of artefacts and debris,
while the most severe disintegration had occurred around aft and port of the hull, where in GridE
and GridSE cargo had spread out more thinly and widely than around bow and starboard: As at
other underwater sites, increasingly lower concentrations of oxygen and nutrients under the higher
parts of the sand-covered mound of cargo items had protected ever more of the ship‟s timbers from
timber-destroying marine animals and microorganisms. Around starboard bow were found a number of (fragments of) loose planks, which had broken off the vessel‟s fore sections during the
wrecking process and, as was the remaining hull structure, were preserved under the heaps of cargo
items pouring out of the disintegrating hull. Examination of samples taken from among these
planks in October 2004 and first photos of the uncovered structures showed dowel-holes, some
with (broken) dowels inside, and lugs and holes resembling tambuku frame-fastenings, unmistakable
features of West-Austronesian ship-building21. The only (provisional) identification of timber used
in the construction of the ship known to me pointed on four possible species, of which Koompassia
Malaccensis seems the only one which for the time being can undoubtedly be associated with the
hull‟s planks22.
Depth and poor visibility and severely hindered detailed recording of features of the site, and
attempts at photographic and video recording were severely obstructed by darkness and floating
sediment, eventually resulting in only a dozen useable pictures of details of constructional details of
the hull. Due to his extensive experience in plotting underwater remains, Daniel Visnikar, second
chief diver for the salvage company, was chosen to take measurements of the ship‟s remains. It was
decided to measure the hull along sections following the frames; the resulting sections then were
combined into a two-dimensional (2d) site drawing Figure 18). The section drawings and the 2d site
drawing were used as basis for a preliminary23 three-dimensional (3d) site model by the present
author (Appendix 3, 1-3) and an initial virtual reconstruction of the vessel.
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See, e.g., Manguin 1980, 1996; Horridge 1982.
Koompassia Malaccensis, Dalbergia Nigra, Albizia Procera and Acacia Catechu, were mentioned as possible
identifications in an unpublished report on a sample of a plank analysed at the Faculty of Forestry, Gajah
Madah University, Yogyakarta. “Dalbergia Nigra, known as Brazilian rosewood, is an endangered tree species
restricted to the Brazilian Atlantic Forest” (Ribeiro et.al. 2005); however, „Kayu Sono‟, the reported Indonesian name of the species, is mentioned as Dalbergia sissoides Grah. and Dalbergia parviflora Roxb. (both under
„Sono Keling‟) in a List of the Indonesian commercial timber species found in http://www2.bonet.co.id/dephut. The
same list mentions „(Kayu) Weru‟ as Parasianthes lebbeck Benth. and („Weru Gunung‟) as Parasianthes procera Benth,
and not as Albizia Procera as reported by the laboratory. “Acacia Catechu is a small-sized tree, from 15 to 20
feet high” (Felter and Lloyd 1898), much smaller than the planks of, e.g., the lower parts of the hull.
23
A final detailed three-dimensional model of the ship‟s remains is presently under work.
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Figure 18: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, 2d representation of the remains of the hull; drawing by D.Visnikar
with amendments by the author

The measurement process, too, was seriously mired by poor visibility and constantly obstructed
by layers of sand whirled up by the dredges, and, starting when the first extensive parts of the hull
were completely freed from the last remaining cargo and debris in June 2005, eventually took about
five months. As salvage operations of the cargo continued and the remains of the vessel‟s hull were
increasingly used as orientation and even as lane for transporting artefact crates to the landing of the
crane, various parts of the construction –particularly the hull‟s extremes and her inner strengthenings– were unwillingly damaged, thus in many a case not allowing for cross-checks of open questions. Since her foundering, the vessel had settled in a bed of sand up to strake XIV on starboard,
and all eleven remaining strakes on portside, thus preserving the dead-rise of the upper parts of the
remaining planks. With the aim to safeguard
as much as possible of the hull for an eventual salvage of the whole structure, measurements were taken in as undestructive a manner as possible, and the supporting sand-bed
hence was removed only around the bow and
the (largely deteriorated) aft sections, where
considerable amounts of artefacts were found
(Figure 19). Accordingly, except along these
cleaned areas no measurements of the outer
surfaces of hull and keel could be taken; inFigure 19: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, remains of the
hull in their sand-bed

side the structure, the false keel and various
concretions obstructed detailed recording of
25

parts of the keel‟s top surfaces and frame sections C16-18, C19-20 (starboard) and C21-2324. It thus
often enough was unavoidable to estimate the measurements of these inaccessible areas based on
educated guesses following measurements taken at better accessible parts of the hull25.
The results of the overall measurements and examinations of several surfaced plank samples
proved beyond question that the hull had been constructed in the „lashed-lug/doweled‟ technique,
known by the archaeological, historic and ethnographic record to be associated with boat-building
traditions of (Insular) Southeast
Asia26. „Lashed-lug‟ ships are build as
a plank-„shell‟, into which frames and
other internal strenghtenings will be
inserted only after a sufficient number of planks has been raised, with
frames to be tied onto the tambukulugs on the inside of the planks
(Figure 20). To create a symmetrical
hull, planks have to be assembled
following a mirror-image pattern for
starboard and portside that stipulates
Figure 20: Schematic representation of 'lashed-lug' shipbuilding
technique; tambuku-lugs in red.

numbers, sizes and positions of the
planks; planks fitting into the pattern

would be cut out of a split tree log, with the tambuku carved out of the outer surface of the log
(Figure 21).
In the plank pattern of the wreck discussed here, plank joints marking the span of a plank are
found symmetrically under frames C3/4 (all planks?27), C6/7 (all planks except strake I and II),
C19/20 (idem) and C22/23 (as in the bows, only
some plank strakes were preserved). The joints
are not staggered or „stepped‟ as in modern boatbuilding practice in the area, but placed atop one
another, to be secured under two frames covering their bow and aft ends. Comparable features
on the 13th-century „Butuan‟ boat are commentFigure 21: Preparing star- and larboard planks

ed by Clark et.al. (1993: 149-50):
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Numbering of frames here following the nomenclature applied by D. Visnikar.
… and, amongst other technical deliberations, considering “accepted standards of strength, watertightness,
seaworthiness and durability[; …] suit its purpose and function; and […] conform to normal stability and
hydrostatic requirements” (see Clark et.al 1993: 146-7).
26
For this and the following see, inter alia, Manguin 1980, 1985, 1996; Horridge 1978, 1979, 1982; Pelly 1975;
Liebner 1992; Clark et.al. 1993.
27
On starboard only seven, on portside only four strakes remained in situ.
25
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The large number of scarf joints in this area was unusual, suggesting a rapid change in the shape of
the vessel, a change that would not have been possible by continuing the normal lines of the planks.
Therefore more radically curved strakes were needed; hence the presence of the scarfs where these
planks were fitted. In Western boatbuilding practise it is unusual to find a number of scarfs stacked
one on top of another. [...] While the introduction of joints would appear to weaken rather than
strengthen the structure, the type of joint –hooked scarf with dowel edge-fastening– might actually
be stronger and stiffer than the normal run of planking, as in the mortise-and-tenon fastened vessels
of the ancient Mediterranean. The fact that so many scarfs occur in one place indicates that the
builders did not view them as detrimental to the structural integrity of the hull.

For the Nan-Han/Cirebon wreck, the latter proposition has to be amended: Covering the bow
plank joints at C6/7 were found two additional vertical planks, somewhat coarsely worked and nailed onto the planks from the hull‟s weather-side, thus apparently a later addition. A detailed analysis
of two surfaced example planks at the joint at strake VII, C19/20, portside (Figure 22), show a –
compared to the proposed „standard‟ dowel placement to be discussed below– fairly confused pattern for the placement of dowel, with at places up to three dowels piercing through virtually the
same hole, undoubtedly weakening and hence possibly necessitating a repair to strengthen the
structure at these points.

Figure 22: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, plank-joint at stake VII, C19/20, portside
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Figure 24: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, 'horizontal' plank-pattern; for planks in strakes XI and XIII-XV see Figure 26

Figure 24 outlines the „horizontal‟ pattern of plank distribution: Of the 15 plank strakes preserved on starboard, only strakes XI and XIII-XV display the „normal‟ type of tambuku, while on strakes
X and XII the lugs are connected by a ridge, and strakes I-IX resemble massive „blocks‟ of timber
where the upper and lower hull-side edges are carved out to allow for the placements of the holes
necessary for passing the rope used to fasten the frames. The „ridged‟ planks are placed along the
chineline28 of the hull, and additional holes in
the ridges most probably were used to fasten
stringers to reinforce the structure at this point
(Figure 23).
The construction of a seaworthy ship, “the
most complex artefact routinely pro-duced prior
to the Industrial Revolution” (Gibbins and
Adams 2001: 280), necessitates a certain degree
of planning – we thus would expect to find
marks and signs related to that process. On
Figure 23: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, proposed
placement of stringers on chineline

various plank samples were visible scratch marks
which must have been related to the placement

of dowels, a first crucial step in the construction of hulls build „planks-first‟. On, e.g., sample H34,
H35, H36, or H584 single scratch marks which note the positions of single dowels were found; H36
displays a sign |X| that is related to a square dowel; on H581/583 were found double scratches
“The fore and aft line of the hull where the bilge turns up toward the topsides of the hull”, Error!
Hyperlink reference not valid..

28
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which seem to be related to „doubled‟ dowels
(Figure 25).
Though none of these signs were preserved
on plank sample H573 (Figure 26), an analysis of
the dowel placements did allow several assumptions on the fabrication of the hull‟s planking.
The dowels holding the plank in place were set in
virtually the same positions along both of her longitudinal edges, thus not set in the inter-changing
pattern found on contemporary „traditionally‟ built
vessels; the same pattern is found on all examined
planks. The „shorter‟ part of a dowel was placed
in the plank already fixed to the hull, and holes for
the „longer‟ ends then were provided in the following plank. The first ready references for dowel
holes would have been the tambuku-lugs and the
holes therein, as their arrangement is unchangeable due to the frames they will have to hold;
measurements prove, that the vertical edges of the
lugs mark the midpoint between the holes „left‟
and „right‟ off these edges, thus indicating the
following general procedure used for placement of
the dowels: (1) Holes are bored underneath the
lashing holes in the lugs; (2) to the „left‟ and „right‟
Figure 25: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, signs for
dowel placements

of these holes, further holes are placed, probably
by using the builder‟s hand as approximate meas-

urement, plus/ minus an allowance for any divergence of the central holes to the geometry of the
lug „above‟ them; (3) the distance between the latter holes and the vertical edge of the lug „above‟
them is doubled up to fix the position of the next holes to „left‟ and „right‟ (which later on will be secured by locking dowels); (4) the distance between these latter holes then is divided equally to accommodate two further holes. For the „upper‟/„top-side‟ edges of planks the placement pattern
found on the „lower‟/„hull-side‟ edge would have to be adjusted according to increasing circumference of the hull, seemingly at first by „stretching‟ the distances covered „under‟ a lug, and possibly
subsequently „lengthening‟ the lugs on the following strake.
As in Western naval constructions, a key concern in the „plans‟ for „traditional‟ boat-building in
Southeast Asia is the ship‟s centre point, around which the hull structure will evolve. The geometrical centre of the Nan-Han/Cirebon wreck coincides with frame C13. As noted in Figure 18, the
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Figure 26: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck,
sample H537; measurements in cm.
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Figure 28: Nan-Han/Cirebon
Wreck, „tween deck above C13

distance of this frame to her neighbours to bow and aft is larger than the average distance between
all other frames; C13, too, was not tied to the corresponding bottom planks, but lashed to the hull
starting only at strake X – it would seem that the builders had prepared for slight movements of the
hull‟s sheatings against the frame, trying to avoid that the torque would break any lashing ropes.
A number of photos and various pieces of round timber surfaced together with ceramics allow
some considerations on internal strengthenings of the hull: Angles of indentations by the rims of ceramic objects point out, that the timbers surfaced with ceramics must have passed length- and
crosswise throughout the cargo, while remains of lashing rope and several reconstructable samples
confirm that these beams originally were inter-connected. As the timbers are too substantial for
temporary fittings, it has to be assumed that they are the remains of a chain of longitudinal/ transverse beams laid between frames and stingers throughout the cargo space; comparable constructions
are reported in the recent ethnographic record. It would be these beams which had supported the
remains of a „tween-deck found above frame
C13. The lengths of the planks the deck was
com-posed of indicate that it could only have
been hold in a position above C13 if the
supporting trans-verse beams had been placed to
the aft of the C12, the next frame in the direction
of the bows of the vessel, and to fore on C14, the
frame following to aft (Figure 28), thus substanFigure 27: Nan-Han/Cirebon
Wreck, reconstructing lines

tiating the assumption that C13 was related to the
centre of the construction.
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Figure 29: Nan-Han/Cirebon
Wreck, half-model

Attempts at a virtual reconstruction of the vessel were based on the preliminary 3d site model: I
extended the curvatures of the remaining starboard frames, and then drew straking lines approximating the resulting vertical sections (Figure 27). After a lengthy process of „smoothing‟ this
provisional line drawing into a suitable hydrodynamic form, the surface thus generated was virtually
off-set to generate plank thickness, and frames, stringers and beams were inserted into the resulting
hull half-model (Figure 29); positioning of inner strengthenings, masts and superstructure were
based on various surfaced samples, ethnographic and historic records and the necessary considerations regarding “accepted standards of strength, water-tightness, seaworthiness and durability”
(Clark et.al 1993: 146). The hull‟s depth, the design and height of masts and rigging and the size of
the rudder(s) were laid out to comply with –and, for reasons to be described below, for the depth of
the hull exceeding– the depictions of ninth-century‟s sailing vessels on friezes at the Borobudur and
the conventions for a South Sulawesi padewakang, a now extinct trading vessel of the 18th and 19th
century. The masts were placed onto frames C1-3 and C 10-12, as their, compared to the other
frames in the hull, greater proximity points onto a more particular use; though the historic record is
ambiguous about the use of fixed decks, following extant examples of „traditional‟ Indonesian watercraft I decided to include a short deck on the bows, a poop deck29 and runways along her sides: An
undecked vessel of this size, intended for open sea, would seem rather odd – and would be fairly
unseaworthy.
... which would “serve the same purpose as the raised bridge area does on a modern ship” (Error!
Hyperlink reference not valid.), as necessary on any sizeable water-craft.
29
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A feature of the model worth noting are the „compartments‟ inside the cargo space formed by
the transverse/longitudinal beams. Indigenous Southeast Asian „maritime laws‟30 mention petak,
spaces in the hold of vessels which were „leased‟ to individual merchants joining a trading voyage,
and the amounts of fees due for the charter of these cargo sections. These petak must have been
related to constructional features of a trading vessel‟s hull; the compartments formed by the bulwarks in Chinese sailing vessels or in ships build following the „South China Sea Tradition‟31 would
be the standard examples. I will presently have to return to this issue.
Two half-models were combined to produce a „complete‟ hull as basis for preliminary computations of her cargo carrying capacity. As the initial dead-rise of the ship could not be fixed by the
original measurements of her remains alone, I, based on the estimation of the hull‟s list in her sandbed, decided to construct two alternative models of respectively 5o and 10o initial dead-rise. Both
models resulted in rather broad vessels with a LOA of ca.25m and beams of 12m/11,5m, i.e.,
length:beam ratios of 2.1:1 and 2.2:1, respectively; for the model with the lower initial dead-rise a
hull volume of +/-685m3 could be computed, while the steeper hull could contain +/-620m3. Displacement of the hull would be around 96t32; for the necessary equipment 15t were added, thus
reaching at about 110t for a „light ship‟33. Though the depth of the hull was already drawn about
15% higher than the figures proposed by South Sulawesian „traditional‟ master boat-builders for a
padewakang of comparable sizes34, the load-lines in Figure 30 demonstrate that both alternatives
could barely carry the proposed 300-350t of cargo the ship had loaded at the moment of her foundering. Any increase in the initial dead-rise should result in more common length:beam ratios, but
would exponentially reduce cargo space and hence her freeboard; further deepening of the hull, the
only possibility left to increase her carrying capacity, surely would have turned the vessel into a bad
and unhandy sailor, an outcome that, facing her fine bows, her builders surely had not anticipated35.
Hence, possible overburdening and the suspicious repairs at the presumably weak hull sections
around the plank joints are the most probable reasons for the ship‟s ultimate fate.
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E.g., Winstedt and De Josselin De Jong 1956, Matthes 1869.
See, e.g., Manguin 1984, 1993; Flecker 2001: 135-7, 2007.
32
Based on the only available specification of the hull‟s timbers, i.e. Koompassia Malaccensis, having a specific
weight of about 0.8 (the average of the weights reported by www.timber.net.au and Richter and Dallwitz
2000). To allow for tambuku and other constructional features, the thickness of planks was assumed as
between 12-15cm (top-sides - bottom); based on the various surfaced samples, internal strengthenings were
accounted with diameters of 10-30cm.
33
“A displacement figure that measures a ship complete in all respects, but without consumables, stores,
cargo, crew, and effects” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightship).
34
H. Jafar, H. Abdullah, Tana Beru, pers. comm. 2006.
35
However, Southeast Asian ships with high sides are reported in the historic record: When, e.g., Portuguese
conquistadores attacked a jong of Pasai, “the Governor [Affonso de Albuquerque] ordered his own nau to come
alongside her. This was the Frol de la Mar [of 400t burden], which had the highest castles of all. When she
managed to board the junco, her aft castle barely reached her bridge” (Manguin 1980: 267, cf. Correia 1858:
216-18).
31
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Figure 30: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck,
virtual representations for
freeboard/load for model with 5o
(above) and 10o (below) initial dead-rise

The Cargoes: Composition, Origin, Destination, Loading Patterns
Chinese cash and ceramics firmly place the finds into the 10th Century AD. The majority of
coins found on the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck are lead Qian Heng Zhong Bao 乾亨重宝 cash issued by the Demesne of Nánhàn thriving around Guangzhou (the Western „Canton‟) between 917 and
971; a total of eight still legible Zhou Yuan Tong Bao 周元通宝, the famed coins minted from
Buddha statues between 951 and 960 by „Emperor‟ Shi Zong of the Later Zhou, is reported36. Glaze
and form of better part of the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s ceramic objects allegedly are Yue stonewares of the „Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms‟37 between China‟s Tang and Song Dynasties, and a

36

Bambang (ed.) 2008: 73. For the Zhou Yuan Tong Bao coins see, e.g., http://primaltrek.com/
chinesemedicine.html or http://www.charm.ru/library/chaonguyen.htm.
37
Tan 2007, Widayati 2008: 45-7; see, too, Grey 1984: 25-37, espc. Figures 5 and 6.
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potter‟s mark dated 968 provides a definite date related
to their production (Figure 31)38. On the Karawang site
were unearthed a number of lead Kai Yuan Tong Bao
開元通寶, with Min 闽 or Fu 福 on the reverse, minted in the quasi-independent Kingdom of Min in Fujian
between 916 and 946, and a singular Qian Heng Zhong
Bao 乾亨重宝 coin; the salvaged ceramics, again, were
provisionally grouped as Yue-type trade-wares39. HowFigure 31: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, dated
bowl, proposed to read “Xu Ji Shao” (left
column, „Xu registered firing‟), “Wu Chen”
(right column, 5th year of a 60-year cycle)

ever, even after comprehensive examinations of all ceramic objects including the shards no potter‟s marks or
dates could be found.
The comparatively similar workmanship and shapes of

the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s green-glazed ceramics and the
presence of an arcane 大40 –probably a potter‟s mark related
to location and/or process of production (Figure 32)– on the
bottom of a fair number of diverse types allow for the assumption that the green-glazed wares derive from related
manufacturing backgrounds. However, the author as yet has
not been informed about any results of an eventual analysis of
the clays used in the production of these artefacts, and thus
refrains from attempts at locating possible production site(s)41.
Though the dated bowl referred to above apparently mentions
a kiln name, only one rather vague reference to a „Xu‟-kiln
known to me is
by the Southern Song scholar Gu Wenjian (顾文荐) in his
writing Fuxuan zalu (复暄杂录), mention[ing] that wares from
Figure 32: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck,
„hallmark‟ 大

wuni yao (乌泥窑), yuyao yao (余姚窑) and xu yao (续窑)
were qualitatively inferior to those from Jiaotanxia. Wuni yao
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It is somewhat surprising, that the date did not mention a reign title: The Song reign mottos for 968 were
Qiande 乾德, „Heavenly Virtue‟ and Kaibao 開寶, „Opened Treasure‟; the corresponding Nan-Han reign title
was Dabao 大寶, „Great Treasure‟; for the translation of the date many thanks to Roy Queck, pers. comm.,
Juni 2006. For a confirmation of the translation see http://www.chinahistoryforum.com/index.php?/topic
/17064-trade-of-china-with-indonesia-during-5-dynasty/. It was proposed that this date could be correlated
to a dendrochronological analysis of a number of brushwood-branches found in close association with the
ceramics, thus probably representing frames of the packs of ceramics; the author, however, was not informed
about any possible results of an examination of samples supplied to the Museum of Mariemont in 2006.
39
J. Guy, P.-Y. Manguin, E.McKinnon, pers. comm. 2009.
40
Da [Mandarin] / Te [Hakka]: „big‟.
41
The potentials of current analysis techniques for Chinese ceramics are described in e.g Prinsloo et.al. 2005.
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and xu yao are still a mystery to be resolved. The characteristics of their wares, the nature of the
kiln, i.e. whether they are Guan kiln or folk kiln supplying tribute ware and when/duration of production are yet to be determined.42

The same has to be said about the green-glazed ceramics found at the Karawang site: Preliminary examinations of their material and workmanship, again, seem to indicate that they were produced in/at one manufacturing process/site, which, as no tests of the clay used was conducted, for
the time being remains unidentified; the close association of the ceramics with coins of the Kingdom of Min, however, might point onto Fujian kilns. Though the glaze of the Karawang ceramics
slightly differs from the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s green-glazed wares and the site produced no incised ceramics, the shapes of the ceramics salvaged in both operations are surprisingly uniform – I
will have to return to this below.
The above is even more valid for the small numbers of whiteware „pre-porcelain‟ stonewares
Figure 33: Glaze-types, amount, percentage; left:
Karawang Site; right: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck
Unglazed;
274; 4%
Other; 9;
0%

Whiteware;
50; 1%

Unglazed;
2225; 1%
Whiteware;
Other; 110;
2352; 2%
0%

GreenGlazed;
5952; 95%

GreenGlazed;
135679;
97%

found at the two locations (Figure 33):
Forms, clays and glazes exhibit significant
similarities. Though usually classified as a
Northern Chinese product,
there was a huge growth in white porcelain
production in south China in the 10-11th
century, which seems to have depended on
the discovery and exploitation of deposits of

kaolinised porcelain stones throughout the area […] use of the materials was quickly adopted in provinces as various as Anhui, Hubei, Fujian, Zhejiang, Guangdong and Guangxi. Leading developments was the site of Jingdezhen in Jiangxi, where porcelain first developed in the 10th century.
Sites around the city have yielded examples of the very earliest examples of white south Chinese
porcelain, in some cases plainly visible on the ground‟s surface intermixed with grey-green glazed
stonewares of the same date.43

As during the period under discussion constant warfare and unrest severely obstructed communications between China‟s northern Five Dynasties and the southern Ten Kingdoms, it would seem
fairly reasonable to assume a Southern Chinese origin of the whiteware ceramics – these unsettled
42

http://www.koh-antique.com/guan/guanware.html
Kerr 2006:unpg.; differences in firing temperatures and composition of the glaze of these „pre-porcelain‟
wares could be possible criteria for investigations into their source: “The presence of porcelain and stoneware
in the same spoil-heaps suggests that they may well have been fired in the same „dragon‟ kilns, probably to
temperatures between 1,230 and 1,260oC, far lower than contemporary northern porcelains […], and the kiln
atmospheres appear to have been neutral-to-reducing. Finishing was probably rapid, as was usual with
southern dragon-kiln firings. These factors amount to provide an extremely convenient and straightforward
porcelain technology when compared with the high kiln temperatures, prolonged firings, and more
complicated glaze recipes of the north. As this simple approach to porcelain making spread through
southern China in the 10th century, the enormous potential for southern porcelain manufacture must have
become evident.” (ibid.)
43
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political conditions are, too, the likeliest explanation for the fact that no coins related to the northern „dynasties‟ were found on the two wreck-sites.
Besides their ceramic cargoes, both ships carried a variety of goods originating from the Western Indian Ocean. While on the Karawang site only fragments of such objects were unearthed, the
“Fatimid glassware from the Middle East, many thousands of pearls and precious stones probably
from Indian Ocean ports, bronzes from India, [„]Javanese[‟] polished bronze mirrors, Southeast
Asian kendi and even an Islamic jewellery mould” found on the Nan-Han/ Cirebon Wreck “reflect
the broad commercial links Southeast Asia enjoyed during this period” (Wade 2009: 239); to this list
should be added, at least, several hundred kg of raw Afghani lapis lazuli, ingots of lead, tin and –
supposedly– Indian wootz-iron, and a wide collection of aromatic substances of Arabian, Indian and
Sumatran provenance. The composition of both cargoes thus indicates, that the vessels were bound
for the Island of Java: It is hardly imaginable, that traders would carry cargoes composed out of
Chinese, Indian and Middle East goods into the direction of the Straits of Malacca, wherein were
found the very ports trading in these commodities.
The position of the Nan-Han/ Cirebon Wreck allows for some speculations on her intended
route (Figure 34): An extension of a bearing between the Straits of Bangka, the western approach to
the „Śrīvijayan‟ portsides on the Musi and Batang Hari rivers, and the position of her foundering
leads to the area of today‟s Semarang, where “around the hills of Grobogan was found a considerable amount of fragments of ceramics of the 8th, 9th and 10th centuries” (Lombard 2005, II: 15), thus
Figure 34: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, possible course

suggesting the existence of a
harbour site which by its geographic setting could well have
served as port for the Central
Javanese polities of the 7th to
10th centuries. However, it is
only reasonable to propose that
this ill-fated voyage eventually
would have been continued to
ports along Java‟s north-eastern
coast; such an itinerary matches
e.g. Asian and European “sea

rutters of the 15th to 17th centuries, [where] when sailing from Bangka Straits to Java, [navigators]
tried first to sight Karimun Jawa and then proceeded to their final destination with whatever means
they had at their disposal” (P-Y. Manguin, pers.comm. 2007).
It remains an open question whether the ships had been loaded at one of the possible entrepôts
in the Straits of Malacca or had started their voyages in a harbour supplying any of the more „foreign‟ commodities in their cargoes. While the rather rudimentary data collected at the Karawang site
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does not support an applicable analysis, a virtual evaluation of the various „general‟ types of cargo
items found on the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck should allow for a number of conclusions regarding
her original loading pattern – it would seem only logical, that cargo items found in the deeper sections above the hull‟s remains had been packed into the vessel‟s hold before those objects which
were retrieved from the upper sections and/or outside the area bound by the wreck‟s timbers, while,
due to the physics of the disintegration process, objects eventually found on the outermost and
highest sections of the mount initially would have been placed in the uppermost parts of the ship‟s
cargo space44.
Appendix 4-1 illustrates this exercise for two evidently non-Chinese commodities: The highest
concentrations of intact glasswares and kendi were located off portside and starboard bows, in their
majority at or close to the surface of the mount. The concentration of glasswares around |M20:P17:
S19:O21| would indicate a surviving cargo batch; judged by a considerable amounts of unregistered
glass fragments found directly besides and under the starboard remains of the hull it could be argued
that an unidentified number of further glass objects had been stowed on or close to the vessel‟s
deck, to fall off at or –comparably– shortly after the vessel‟s impact on the sea-bed and subsequently
be crushed and buried by other items spilling out of the disintegrating hull. Hence, glasswares and
kendi in all probability were stored on the top of the ceramic cargo, i.e., after the ceramics had been
stacked into the hull.
Due to the rather ambiguous categorisations of the ceramic cargo of the Nan-Han/Cirebon
Wreck, attempts at reconstructing the vessel‟s stowage pattern for the time being can only be based
on an evaluation of categories with clearly identifiable characteristics. The results of the preliminary
examinations in Appendix 4-2 illustrate, that the vast majority of the various kinds of bowls was
found inside the area delimitated by the hull‟s remains, and thus initially must have been stored in
the deeper sections of the ship‟s hold, while the bulk of the other types of ceramics analysed here
was unearthed in areas surrounding the wreck, and hence most probably had been loaded on top of
the tightly stacked bowls.
When sorted by glaze, a conspicuous concentration of whiteware ceramics emerges around grids
|X25:Z33| (Appendix 4-3), in approximately the same grid-sections that produced the majority of
the decorated green-glazed stonewares (Appendix 4-4). Interestingly, the proportions of bowls:
dishes, 9,8:1 for the overall numbers, varies greatly when computed according to glaze types and
decorations: Plain green-glazed wares show a ratio of 10,7:1, whitewares 7,2:1, and decorated greenglazed ceramics 1:17. Assuming that at least some part of the actual value of any of these ceramics
was based on (i) investment in material and workmanship and (ii) the availability of certain types in
terms of offered and obtainable numbers in a given market situation (where, needless to say, for any
product in short supply higher prices could be demanded), I would imagine that decorated greenglazed ceramics as well as whitewares (and, most probably, the more sophisticated types of kendi,
44

For sources for these assumptions see fn.18.
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ewers, cover boxes etc.) were intended for the more affluent consumer, who, reasonably, would
have been in need of items for representation and of a certain lavishness. As the sometimes rather
artistic carvings on interior surfaces are more clearly discernible in a plate than in a bowl, it could be
proposed that customers in need of ceramics for representational purposes would choose dish-type
shapes, and hence presumed that better part of the incised plates (and –probably– bowls) were not
primarily intended for gastronomic purposes.
Attempts at analysing the distribution of the various types of bowls found in the Nan-Han/ Cirebon Wreck‟s cargo are severely hampered by the ambiguity of the available categorisations of the
items; the charts in Appendix 4-5 thus are based on a number of the „new‟ categorisations proposed
above and in Appendix 2. The
charts seem to allow a few preliminary conclusions –e.g., objects classed as <b001>were, to
some extent, slightly more concentrated in the lower bow section than were the other types of
bowls, and <b010> bowls were
found in higher parts of the
cargo, with a tendency to be
more concentrated in aft-ship–,
but do not show effortlessly observable patterns: Regardless of
their types, the ship‟s lower hold
obviously had been stacked
tightly with stoneware bowls.
Observable, however, is a
comparably „empty‟ space around
midship along |U22: Y32|. A
projection of the preliminary
model of the wreck onto distribution patterns, „turned‟ around
her port mid-ship section to
Figure 35: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, „turned‟ model of the wreck
projected onto distribution charts of <b010> (above) and all incised
dishes (below).

„imitate‟ the 30o „off-set‟ of the
grid-recordings inside the hull
discussed above, shows that the
areas of lower concentration of

registered bowls coincide with the proposed „tween-deck in the centre of the hull (Figure 35). Interestingly, the majority of the „valuable‟ ceramics, as e.g. the incised dishes, had been found closely aft
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off that deck: It would seem that the space above the „tween-deck was, at least partly, left empty to
ease entry to the bilges for, e.g., inspections and bailing; the deck, too, would have allowed direct access to the packs of „valuable‟ ceramics, hence not necessitating laborious unloading if any of these
wares were needed on short term notice for sale or presents to officials. It appears, too, that the
space above frames C10-12, the proposed position of the mast(-feet), was (or could?) not extensively
(be) used for cargo, thus, to some extent, substantiating the suggested placement of additional
crossbeams around these sections.
Figure 35 attempts to summarise the above discussions. The ship apparently had been burdened following a prudent mariner‟s tenet: Lighter and/or more space-consuming items had been loaded atop heavier and/ or more tightly packed cargo; the heaviest freight, a number of tin ingots, was
placed in the deep centre of the hull. The bulk of the vessel‟s load, tens of thousands of plain bowls,
had been packed densely into her lower hold, aft on top of consignments of now utterly concreted
iron wares45, in the bows completely filling the available cargo space. Though only a detailed final
analysis will provide conclusive answers, the presently available data suggests that in a subsequent

Figure 36: Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, schematic representation of loading
pattern; above: Portside: below: Starboard. Slices not to scale.

„layer‟ above the tightly packed bowls followed the various types of jars and covered boxes, to be
topped by packs of ewers, kendi and glasswares. This overall arrangement reveals the rational cargo
layout experienced mariners would have chosen for a seagoing sailing vessel; it, too, rather fore45

Due to their weight of several tons, the big concretions around frames C16-20 and C21-23 could not be
salvaged; divers reported structures reminding of tightly stacked woks and pans on the accessible surfaces.
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closes prospects of „tramp-trading‟ at an extensive number of ports-of-call: Unloading the bulk of
the cargo –and thus those commodities which in all probability should have generated the bulk of
the voyage‟s profit– would have necessitated protracted discharging operations of the consignments
placed atop the main shipment of bowls. It hence would appear that the ship was heading for a
fairly limited number of destinations – places where, moreover, market volumes were high enough
to absorb her quite substantial cargo.

Preliminary Evaluation: Production, Handling, Markets
A conservative estimation of the Malay Archipelago‟s population in the 10th Century‟s would
reckon with at the most 10 million inhabitants46, half of whom resided on Java; in the island‟s western, central and eastern parts would respectively live about one-third of these peoples. Until the
early decades of the century, the majority of Java‟s population dwelled in the plains around the island‟s central volcano range, where between the 7th and 9th centuries a substantial number of Hindu
and Buddhist sanctuaries were erected; during the rule of King Sindok, however, the seat of the
Javanese realm at around 925 moved to the eastern part of the island, abandoning sizeable monuments finished only some decades earlier. This rather sudden shift has been explained by increasing
volcanic activities and ensuing famine and disease, but the need for easier access to and control over
the sea-ports of the eastern part of the island, the natural stepping stones to the fabulous Spice Islands of the Moluccas, must have played a major role amongst the reasons47. Though the 10th century was undoubtedly a time of considerable cultural activities –the first Javanese version the Mahabharata was composed during this period–, we barely know the names of the rulers of the shortlived Isana Dynasty founded by Sindok from an inscription of 1066, half-a-century after the downfall of the dynasty‟s last sovereign, and cannot definitely associate any major building activities with
any of these kings. The only reference to historic events of the time is noted in the annals of the
Chinese Song Dynasty: In 992 a Javanese ambassador, the first “after a hiatus of over 150 years”
(Bielenstein 2005: 65), reported “that his country was in enmity with Śrīvijaya and that they were always fighting together” (Groeneveldt 1880: 18), while a Sumatran envoy who had left China two
years earlier was compelled to return to the Song court to ask for Chinese mediation to end the conflict.
Chinese sources of later centuries mention, too, the various imports Java called for: “Foreign
merchants use in trading [to Java] gold and silver of various degrees of fineness, vessels made of
gold and silver, silk stuffs, black damasks, […] copperas, alum, borax, arsenic, lacquer-ware, iron tri
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See, e.g., Reid 1988:14 (see, too, Rickleffs 1991:22-3) counts with 14,000,000 inhabitants for the area of
today‟s Indonesia (without Papua Barat) and Malaya in 1800, and proposes a figure of about 10,000,000
people for the year 1600. Following Reid‟s arguments, that population numbers did not rise significantly
before the European „pacification‟ of the area during the 19th century, I, for reasons to become clear in the
following, will use the number of 10,000,000 as a highest possible estimate.
47
See, amongst others, Barret-Jones 1984, Boechari 1979, Krom 1931
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pods and green (or blue) and white porcelain-ware” (Chau Ju-Kua 1911: 78) – consistent with the
variety of items salvaged at the two sites. Though the “high fired [Chinese] ceramics were the cellphones and iPods of their day, that is, highly sought-after, high technology products” (Rehfuss 2006:
1), and thus an article of constant demand throughout Southeast Asia and beyond, the sheer amount
of ceramics on board especially the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck seems fairly unbalanced with the
Port
Batavia
Cirebon
Tegal
Pekalongan
Semarang
Jepara
Juwana
Rembang
Gresik
Surabaya
Bangkalan
Sumenep
Pasuruan
Banyuwangi

Import
11,000
4,000
6,000
102,000
22,600
29,000
3,000
51,000
9,000
2,000
9,000
22,600
22,600
293,800

number of possible „end-consumers‟ of the cargo: The

Export
210,000
1,000

reasonably reliable average numbers of ceramic imports

3,000

not exceed 350,000 pcs per annum (Table 7), while the

into the Java of the late 18th and early 19th centuries48 did
Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck carried around 500,000 pcs of
ceramics, and whole of the Karawang find should be esti-

23,000
7,000
7,000

41,000

Table 7: Averages of import and export
of ceramics in pcs, Java, late 18th
century, based on Knaap 1996: 218ff.
Italics are averages for harbours where
imports remained unrecorded.

mated at about 100,000 pcs. As Java‟s population would
have been organised into „economic entities‟ based on
households of an average of 4-6 members, at her destination the ships‟ cargoes thus would have been marketed
to about 600,000 „consumer units‟. As their very durability was the key appeal of Chinese stoneware vessels, it
seems unlikely that at least each second household could
have „consumed‟ –here: being willing, and, most importantly, able to buy– a piece of high-valued and long-lasting
potterware from the Nan-Han/ Cirebon Wreck‟s cargo
alone – we thus have to assume, that (i) utilisation of
ceramics must have been related to other than gastronomic and household purposes only, and that, crucially,
(ii) the population was able to generate sufficient funds
and assets to supply capital and commodities for a possible return cargo for the vessel(s).
The overall composition of the two ceramic cargoes
discussed here is fairly uniform: In both shipments dominate the various types of green-glazed bowls (Nan-Han/
Cirebon Wreck, 75%, Karawang find, 62%, of the overall
numbers of registered items); in both finds, again, a majority of these bowls belongs to one respective category
(Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck, <b001>, 46%, Karawang

find, <op1>, 69% of all registered bowls; Figure 37). It
Figure 37: <b001>, Nan-Han/Cirebon
Wreck, above; <op1>, Karawang find, below is rather exigent not to assume, that, despite their differ48

See, e.g., Knaap 1996: 218ff; Raffles 2008 (1817): 126ff. The number used here allows for 20% unrecorded
imports.
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ences in size, these two types of
plain and unadorned bowls did
serve the same purpose. Besides their evident qualities for
household usage, both types
are reasonably comparable to
the ceramic vessels still produced for and employed in
ritual offerings in Hindu
temples in e.g. today‟s Malaysia
Figure 38: Bowls for temple offerings, Melaka, 2009

(Figure 38) – intended service

in a ritual context hence could hint at a possible explanation for the considerable amount of and,
thus, demand for these simple bowls.
The shapes of various other ceramics unearthed in the salvage operations could throw some
light on a 10th century consumer‟s preferences regarding Chinese stonewares: Forms and sizes of
many of the various types of jars, ewers, dishes and bowls from both finds are strikingly similar
(Appendix 4-6), and are –not surprisingly?–found again in a number of publications on Chinese
(tradeware) ceramics and reported for other shipwreck finds of the period49. While the stonewares in
the two cargoes unmistakably were not produced at the same kilns (and very probably not even in
the same areas), their similarities propose that their manufacturers followed a „canon‟ of types and
shapes favoured by the eventual end-consumer, very much comparable to the practices of the Chinese kilns dealing with the European East India companies of the 17th and 18th centuries. As proposed above, the resemblances of workmanship and materials imply that the stonewares in each of
the two cargoes were manufactured in respectively related „production lines‟, if not in the same locations; the sheer amount of ceramic objects on the vessels thus poses the question whether their
makers could command over enough ready-made stock and/or were able and willing to fabricate the
necessary quantities during the comparably short sojourn of a monsoon-bound Southeast Asian vessel in a Chinese harbour. Both possibilities are closely related to the organisational minutiae of production of and commerce in tradeware ceramics.
The conventional picture of Asian commerce portrays these organisational patterns as „pedlar
trade‟50: It is supposed, that economic exchanges were managed by a throng of small-scale individual
merchants (and producers) in possession and/or charge of rather small consignments (or means of
production). In the case of Chinese ceramic tradeware manufacturing in the 10th century, the huge
49

E.g., Gray 1984: Plates 5, 6, 11; Flecker 2001: 108-115.
See, e.g., Steensgard 1973, van Leur 1967. However, “Western economic thought about non-Western
lands, from Karl Marx‟s „Asiatic mode of production‟ to Polany‟s African innocents with their „gainless
barter‟, embodies much cultural bias and has often been more concerned with scoring points in the
ideological wars of the West than with the direct objective study of non-Western societies” (Duncan 1975:
513).
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amounts of (and, moreover, to such a degree comparable) stonewares salvaged from the two sites
negate this assumption for at least these two finds: We have to propose the existence of well established relationships between the production sites and their „bulk clients‟, which allowed for regular
supply, transport and initial marketing of substantial amounts of fairly similar ceramic products.
As at present the exact locations of the kilns that produced the ceramics and the eventual
place(s) of initial loading of the two vessels still remain unclear, possible answers on the organisation
of the trade itself must rely on an analysis of on-board stowage patterns and their possible relations
to the handling of cargo items on shore. As a basic working hypothesis I would like to propose that
any (here: ceramic) items originating from a particular „production line‟ arrived at and were placed in
an interim storage at their port of loading in relatively distinguishable batches, and subsequently
would have been loaded as such into the ships‟ holds. We, secondly, could assume, that placement
of cargo batches reflects ownership, i.e., that items owned by a particular person or „trading body‟
would be found in (a) distinct, more-or-less well defined place(s) in the available cargo space. These
cargo „segments‟ in all probability were related to the petak mentioned in the extant „maritime laws‟
cited above, and almost certainly followed the divisions of a hull by the various crossbeams and
stingers proposed for the reconstruction of the Nan-Han/ Cirebon Wreck: If her load was owned,
Merchant C

managed and to be marketed
by a number of merchants,

Merchant B

then composition of items

Merchant A

found in (any) certain compartments should noticeably
vary from the arrangement of
objects un-earthed from (any)
other sections (Figure 39).
As discussed above, the
Figure 39: Proposed „pedlar-trade‟ stowing pattern

available data apparently does

not support these assumptions for at least the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s ceramic load: The reconstructions of the arrangement of cargo items possible up to now do not produce the „vertical‟ patterns which should be observable had her ceramic freight been handled by a number of merchants,
but indicates an overall stowing design following the requirement of seamanship – for the sake of
the stability of the vessel, the lower hold was „evenly‟ burdened with the more heavy and tightly
packed objects, atop of which was loaded lighter cargo. It thus seems very likely that purchase,
handling and intended marketing of the Nan- Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s stone-ware cargo was organised under a single authority. Though, as discussed, the data available at pre-sent is not detailed
enough to allow for a final answer, a possible more fastidious cross-check of this argument could be
found in the distribution of the ceramics registered as green-glazed and white-ware coverboxes
(<CB Yue*/wh> and <CB Xing*/wh>): These items should not derive from the same „production
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Figure 40: Distribution of green-glazed (left) and whiteware coverboxes (right); charts, from above to below:
Uncorrected, corrected but all dates, corrected and selected dates horizontal distribution, vertical distribution.

line‟ and, hence, present a greater probability for discrete acquisition and handling. Though the
fairly small number of only 128 registered green-glazed coverboxes does not seem to support an
apposite analysis, the corrected charts and, especially, the charts on vertical distribution in Figure 40,
however, unmistakably prove that the majority of both types of objects were found in close proxymity, and thus must have been stowed aboard ship in more-or-less the same places, most probably
close to deck-level along starboard midship.
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I above touched upon the question of the possible volume of Java‟s ceramic trade – unquestionably, comparably low population numbers in the area must have limited market demands, and thus
narrowed the need for cargo space. To appreciate the intrinsic implications of the pattern of trade
implied by the above it would appear necessary to fathom possible trade volumes: On the two unfortunate voyages discussed here, around 100,000pcs (Karawang site) and 500,000pcs (Nan-Han/
Cirebon Wreck) of ceramics were to be marketed; for the 13th century Java Sea Wreck “it has been
estimated that the ceramic cargo [...] comprised at least 100,000pcs” (Flecker 2003: 397); though no
definite numbers are given for the 10th century Intan Wreck, it is implied that the vessel carried up to
several tens of thousands of stonewares. If the latter wreck, conservatively, is accounted with
20,000pcs, plain arithmetic proposes an average around 180,000pcs of ceramics/voyage. Table 8
illustrates estimations of the market volumes for ceramics based on the 18th century‟s records mentioned above: Even for the implausibly high number of 5,000,000 people with access to any average
Pcs of Ceramics/Year
Pcs of Ceramics/Year x2 for
based on 18th century data
possible ceremonial usage
2,000,000
175,000
350,000
3,000,000
262,500
525,000
4,000,000
350,000
700,000
5,000,000
437,500
875,000
Table 8: Preliminary estimations of Java‟s ceramic market volumes
Population

cargo and doubled numbers for a
potential ceremonial usage of the
objects, 4.8 voyages/year would
suffice to supply Java‟s ceramic
markets.
As Java does not possess

notable deposits of precious metals and thus could not rely on monetary transactions alone, ceramic
(and other) cargoes must have been exchanged for assorted products in possible demand along the
various stages of a trade venture. For the markets in China, the origin of these comparably large
amounts of stonewares shipped to Java, the products of jungle and sea of Eastern Indonesia –e.g.,
the fine spices of the Moluccas, sandalwood from Timor, tripang and tortoiseshell of the Banda and
Flores Sea– are well reported imports; on their way to entrepôts in the Straits of Malacca, the obvious stepping stone of the China trade, these would have to be channelled through Java‟s harbours
and hence could have produced major parts of return cargoes. Though up to now not systematically
recorded, burial practices in Eastern Indonesia involved ceramics – we thus have to propose, that
some parts of the stoneware cargoes would have been used to barter for the East Indonesian
products mentioned above. Table 9 attempts a computation of the possible demand for funeral
ceramics in Eastern Indonesia, based on estimations of the average 40 yearly deaths per 1,000
Population of …
Deaths / Year
x5pcs Ceramics / Burial
1,000
40
200
1,000,000
40,000
200,000
2,000,000
80,000
400,000
3,000,000
120,000
600,000
Table 9: Possible demand for ceramics for funeral purposes
in Eastern Indonesia

people in early medieval Europe. It
should be noted, that the population
numbers proposed here are fairly high,
and that it is most unreasonable to
assume that Chinese stonewares were
used in each burial.
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Table 10 summarises the above. It is evident, that even the most rudimentary calculations of
possible market demands and, thus, need for shipping space, do not support the popular notions of
“hundreds, if not thousands, of such
Population Java + EIndonesia of …
3,000,000

Demand/Pcs/Year

Voyages/Year

550,000

3.06

ports of Southeast Asia in the tenth

4,000,000

733,333

4.07

century” (Gordon 2008: 58).

5,000,000

916,667

5.09

6,000,000

1,100,000

6.11

7,000,000

1,283,333

7.13

8,000,000

1,475,000
Table 10

8.19

ships plying the islands and mainland

China‟s increasing maritime imports “of luxury goods from Southeast
Asia” during the Tang Dynasty and
“the resultant drain in currency became

a serious problem, so in order to offset the trade imbalance the imperial authorities fostered a rapid
expansion of the ceramics industries” (Flecker 2001: 101). Not surprisingly, the kilns producing Yue
wares, the bulk of the ceramic cargoes discussed here, “undoubtedly reached their peak in the tenth
century” (Gray 1984: 30), supplying welcome means for generating the funds for the sustained fighting and the splendour of the various military and regal ménages during the „Five Dynasties and Ten
Kingdoms‟ period covering the first three quarters of the 10th century. It, accordingly, is only sensible to assume that trading ventures to China would haul more voluminous ceramic loads than the
average Java trader. For a number of remains of sea-going Southeast Asian trading vessels, LOAs of
between 25-32m are reported (see, e.g. Flecker 2001: 125, Manguin 1996), well in the range of the
Cargoes of ...pcs, Voyages/Year
300,000
400,000
500,000
1.8
1.4
1.1

Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck

Population

Market Demand for
Ceramics, pcs

3,000,000

550,000

4,000,000

733,333

2.4

1.8

1.5

cargo. Table 11 computes

5,000,000

916,667

3.1

2.3

1.8

estimates of the number

6,000,000

1,100,000

3.7

2.8

2.2

of voyages required to

7,000,000

1,283,333

4.3

3.2

2.6

8,000,000

1,475,000

4.9

3.7

3.0

Table 11

with her estimated
500,000pcs of ceramic

meet the market demands
calculated above.
A number of Chinese

sources report the arrival of Southeast Asian „embassies‟ to the Celestial Court, apparently representting individual trade missions to the ports of Southern China. Though “the interval between the fall
of the T‟ang and the rise of the Sung [...] saw a brisk trade between the overseas world and the Fukien kingdom of Min and the rich Kuangtung kingdom of Nan Han” (Wolters 1970: 42), the extant
records of the various polities of the Ten Kingdoms available in translation51 unluckily do not supply
detailed information on such „legations‟; the annals of the early Sung Dynasty, however, noted the
arrival of several „embassies‟ which without doubt originated in Insular Southeast Asia (Table 12).
As so eloquently argued by Wolters for early Ming „tributary trade‟, the rise of the Sung Dynas51

E.g., Schafer 1954a, b [2006]; Ouyang Xiu 2004 [2008]
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Year
960

Embassies
1

961
962
963 - 970

2
2

971
972
974
976
980
983
985
988

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Remarks
First year recorded in Sung Annals;
one private trader, one embassy

ty must have initiated a “determined and impressive sequence of
missions” (1970: 57) counting on
the revival of regular Southeast

State of War in S-China >
Communications between Canton and
Celestial Court severed

Asian-Chinese trade relations. It
should be noted, that arrival of
private traders, i.e., people not
representing an „officially‟ recog-

One private trader, one embassy
Private trader

Table 12: Insular Southeast Asian „missions‟ to the Sung court

nised polity, is explicitly mentioned – “since the ancient historians
found it worth-while actually to
record both arrivals, such events
must have been rare” (Bielenstein

2005: 64). These 14 trading missions in 20 years of uninterrupted recording average to 1.42 trading
ventures/year, and thus could have supplied between 420,000 and 700,000pcs of ceramics/year,
numbers which are not too far from the market demands computed above.
The above implies that, if the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s stoneware cargo, as proposed, was
handled by a single body, it then would represent an attempt at establishing a virtual monopoly of
Java‟s markets for ceramics in the year of her sailing. The repairs done to her hull indicate that this
was not the first voyage of the vessel; it would seem, too, that initial acquisition (and thus production), transport logistics and intended end-marketing of the comparatively huge amount of greenglazed ceramics could only be practicable through well-established and premeditated relationships
between the various parties involved. The Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck and, to a lesser degree, the
Karawang site, thus, infer the existence of a „ceramic cartel‟ of the 10th century.
For Insular Southeast Asia, the 10th century was a period of remarkable economic and political
dynamics, concluding in the Javanese attack on the South Sumatran polity named San-Fo-Qi in Chinese sources in 990, the annihilation of Java‟s Isana dynasty in 1007, and the Tamil Chola raids on
Malaya and Sumatra in 1017 and 1025. In the absence of reliable indigenous records, however, our
present knowledge relies heavily on Chinese and Arab sources and their ambiguities – a fastidious
evaluation of these two shipwrecks and their cargoes, thus, could significantly improve our up to
now only rudimentary knowledge. Yet, the „unfinished‟ Karawang find is slumbering in a forgotten
warehouse in Jakarta, while the Nan-Han/Cirebon Wreck‟s cargo at the very moment of writing is
scheduled for auction, to, in all probability, eventually be distributed amongst art collectors.
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Photos in Figures 13, 18, 31, 32, 37 (above), Appendix 2, 4, courtesy Cosmix Underwater Research and
Recovery LTD / PT Putera Paradigma Sejahtera / Panitia Nasional BMKT; Figures 7, 37 (below), Appendix
4, courtesy PT Nautik Recovery Asia / PT Putera Paradigma Sejahtera / Panitia Nasional BMKT.
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